Abstract. E. M. model is a new invariant in rational homotopy theory which gives us both a Künneth object and a Tate-Josefiak resolution. With the E. M. model, we study relations between formality of base, total space and fibre of a Serre fibration, obstructions to k-realizability of a cohomology equivalence between two continuous maps and formalizable maps.
I. Introduction. The main notion of this paper is that of E. M. model of a fibration. This is a new invariant of the rational homotopy theory of Serre fibrations, with a filtered structure which gives us both a Künneth object in the sense of Gugenheim and May and a Tate-Josefiak resolution of the cohomology of the total space of the fibration. The filtration itself is a homotopy invariant and induces the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence of the fibration. Since we work in commutative differential graded algebras over a field k of characteristic zero, this E. M. model is easily computable with the aid of the Sullivan theory of P. L. forms and minimal models. We adopt the terminology of [6] (see also [7, 14] ). Existence and uniqueness of the E. (\Y)py~p) we have E2p-q = 0 for p ¥= 0 and therefore tj*: E°'q -* H"(C, dc) is an isomorphism.
M. model is stated in
(B) Suppose there exists a second K. S. model ( §"', tj') which verifies (I), (2) , (3), (4) . Then there exists an isomorphism of KS extensions (Id, <p, <p) between § and 6S' such that:
(i) <p(B © (AY)<p) = 77 ® (AY')^p.
(ii) tj' is homotopic to r\ ° <p (rel 77).
Since (77 ® AY, D) is a distinguished split object in the sense of Gugenheim-May, H(AY, D) is naturally isomorphic to 7)torB(k, C) and we have the geometric interpretation:
Theorem. Consider a Serre fibration of path connected spaces From definitions and uniqueness, we can see that the E. M. model of the natural inclusion (k, 0) =* (C, dc) is the filtered model of Halperin-Stasheff and that the underlying formal model is just the bigraded model in the sense of [8] .
The spectral sequence determined by the second gradation of an E. M. model will be called the algebraic Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. Now given a pull back of a rational fibration (with simply connected bases) there is associated the classical spectral sequence of Eilenberg-Moore [2] . In [15] Vigué shows how to obtain this from Sullivan's model theory. Her construction, however, yields an E. M. model, and thus the two spectral sequences coincide.
The Vigué filtration is finer than our filtration and requires the H. S. filtration in a filtered model of the base. We give a direct proof of the following result of [15] .
Proposition.
Let (*) be as in the preceding theorem. If M is l-connected the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ( A y D ) is a filtered model of F ( in the sense of [8] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (ii) ( Ay Dx ) is a bigraded model of F (in the sense o/ [8] ). (iii) 77ze Serre spectral sequence collapses at the E2 level (dr -0, r > 2).
Recall that a space is formal [8] if its filtered model is isomorphic to its bigraded model. From the preceding result, if/* is surjective then the geometric realization of (AF, Dx) (the formal fibre) is a formal space. The converse is false. spectral sequence [8] of the space E collapses at the E2 level.
(ii) If E is a formal space and if H*(E) = H(M) <8> H(F) as la-algebras and H( M )-modules then the E. M. spectral sequences of the spaces [8] M and F collapse at the E2 level.
(iii) If E, F, M are nilpotent spaces, E and F formal spaces and H(E) s H(M) <8> H(F) as k-algebras and H(M)-modules, then the rationalized fibration is trivial.
We exhibit a fibration having the following properties. F and M are both formal and coformal [9] .
"*(£) = "¿(M) © 7T^(F) and H(E)^H(M) ® 77(F) as algebras and H(M)-modules.
The rationalized fibration is not trivial and the total space is not formal. Then we use E. M. models to construct obstructions to realize a cohomology equivalence between two maps by a rational homotopy equivalence. These obstructions are independent of the field k and permit us to study formalizable maps. In particular we obtain the following sequence of strict implications for (*), (m is formalizable) => (F has the same rational homotopy type as the formal fibre) => (The E. M. spectral sequence of (*) collapses at the E2 level).
We prove that these obstructions depend effectively on the homotopy class of the formalization of the base, and treat some examples.
The paper is organized as follows. §11. Algebraic constructions. In which we prove existence and uniqueness of the E. M. model and of the underlying formal model of a c.d.g.a. homomorphism.
§111. Geometric interpretation and examples. In which we first make precise the relation between fibrations and E. M. models (1, 2, 3) , and give some examples (4, 5, 6 ). Then we study E. M. models of T.N.C.Z., H. T., C. T. fibrations (7, 8) . In (9, 10) we look at the E. M. spectral sequence and finally in (11) we study relations between formality of base, total space and fibre.
§IV. Obstruction to k-realizibility. With the E. M. model, we give a relative version of [8] and treat some examples.
§V. Formalizable maps. First we apply obstruction to k-realizibility, in order to study formalizable map. In the particular case when H(A, dA) is a free c.g.a., we develop a new class of computable obstructions which vanish if and only if the homomorphism (A, dA) -> (C, dc) is formal. Finally, we look at the E. M. fibre and the formal fibre of a formalizable map.
The author is deeply indebted to S. Halperin where f,AV = T}°*,Ay and t^y,^ = 0. f* is an isomorphism and since Dx is decomposable the pair ( §, f ) is a K. S. minimal model of y* with base 77(77', dB) [6] .
11.5. The pair ( §, f ) will be called the underlying formal model of (ÍF, tj Extend tj^ to tj¿+, as above. Again Lemma 6.9 of [7] shows that B' ® AY^k+x is c-connected.
(d) By this process, we define a K. S. extension f which is a model of y (since tj* is an isomorphism) such that DYi E B' ® Ft(AY). The two following lemmas prove that C$, tj) is an E. M. model. 11.12. Proposition. 7/y*: 77(77, dB) -* H*(C, dc) is n-regular (i.e. y* isomorphism until degree n and infective in degree n + 1) then AY is n-connected.
Exactly as in [8, §3] , we have 11.13. Proposition.
Any two of the following three conditions implies the third: (i) H(C, dc) is a noetherian algebra (resp. graded space of finite type).
(ii) H(B, dB) is a noetherian algebra (resp. graded space of finite type). (iii) For each k, Yk is finite dimensional (resp. Y is a graded space of finite type).
First, we prove uniqueness of underlying formal model. 11.14. Theorem. If ('S', tj') and ('S", tj") are two E. M. models of y, with same base ((77', dB,), m), and underlying formal models ( §', f') and( §", f ") then there exists a K. 
and from the relation f " ° <P -¿", we deduce that <p* is an isomorphism, and from the minimality of the K. S. extensions [7] we deduce that cp and <p are isomorphisms.
11.16. We state uniqueness of the E. M. model.
11
.17. Theorem. Let ('S', tj') and ('S", tj") be two E. M. models of a c.g.d.a. In view of Theorem 11.14, we may assume the underlying formal models satisfy G' = G", and so that 11.17 reduces to 11 .18. Proposition. Suppose that the E. M. models in 11.17 have the same underlying formal model. Then there exists an isomorphism of K. S. extension (\dB,, \p, \p) such that:
where the total space of'S' (resp. S") is (77' ® AY, D') (resp. (77' ® AY, D")). So we can see, since D = Dx, that the E. M. spectral sequence of (0) collapses at the E2 term, but is not totally degenerated since [xb + x'] ^ 0 G £2~1,6. On the right diagram we see, from [8] , that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the space F does not collapse since dy E22,9 -» £°'8 is nonzero.
III. 11. Applications to formality of fibre, base, and total space. Recall that a rational fibration (*) is called weakly homotopically trivial [14] (i) E is weakly formal.
(ii) (*) is weakly homotopically trivial and M and F are weakly formal.
We prove this lemma in the following manner: Consider the Vigué model of (*) [15] (
AZ, dB) -» (AZ ® AX, D) -( AA, D ).
It is an E. M. model and from III.8 its underlying formal model can be chosen so that£>f = 1 ® Dy.
H(AZ, dB) U (H(AZ, dB) ® AA, 1 ® Dx) -(AX, Dx).
Whence (AZ ® A A, D) is the filtered model of £ [8].
So, ((£ weakly formal)) is equivalent to (((AZ ® AA, D) minimal» ( [8] ). This is equivalent to (((*) is a W.H.T. fibration and (AZ,dB) and (AA, D) are minimal)). In this example, the base M and the fibre M are formal and coformal spaces, the fibration (0) 
Counterexample for (2). Consider the rational fibration

is W.H.T. (since b and b' represent nontrivial elements of ir$(M)
). E is not a formal space as it can be seen from the obstruction theory of [8] , and therefore (0) cannot be homotopically trivial.
III. 14. Proof of (4). Consider the E. M. model of (*) introduced in the proof of III. 12. Since £ and £ are formal and (*) C. T., from III. [14] we deduce that (*) is H. and from the Felix diagram described in III. 13, we see that°l
Since (AX, D) is minimal, a = p ° t is an automorphism of (AX, D). Then t' = t o a~x satisfies p o T' = idAA. and using (i), from
T. Proof. Directly from the definitions (ii) is equivalent to (iii). (a)
Since (S3 X S5) X (S3 V S3) is a formal space, we deduce that any c-equivalence ((ids3x<r5)*, /) is not realizable. We find again that this fibration is not /i-equivalent to the trivial fibration. V.U. Examples. (1) The natural inclusion, S3 V S2 -S3 X S3 is a formal map, as it can be seen from IV. 14(3).
(2) Consider a continuous map a which represents the homotopy class i5 + (z2, i2, z2) G n5(S'5 X CP2) where z5 (resp. z2) is the fundamental class of S5 (resp. CP2) and (z2, z2, z2) the Whitehead product. Then a is a formal map (V.8).
(5) The natural inclusion Gn k -* Gx k is a formal map.
(6) The map 7r: CP2 -> S4 defined in III.10 is formalizable and its homotopy fibre is not a formal space. This proves that formal fibre and E. M. fibre can be isomorphic without being formal algebras. This map is not formalizable (V.9).
(8) The natural inclusions i: Ss -> S5 X CP2 is formalizable but not formal (example 2) and the corresponding 771 is zero.
(9) For 7r: £ -S3 X Ss as in III. 13, all ù, are zero although it is not formalizable, and the E. M. spectral sequence of 7r collapses.
